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GOVERNOR CAREY VISITS FREDONIA
Governor Hugh Carey visited the Vineyard Laboratory at
Fredonia for about an hour and a half Wednesday, July 30.
Also with him at the Laobratory was Commissioner of
Agriculture and Markets John Dyson. During his stay,
Director Barton took the Governor on a tour of part of the
Laboratory’s facilities and discussed with him the ad
vances that have been made in the grape industry as a
result of research conducted both at Fredonia and Geneva.
This is the first direct contact that the Station has had with
Governor Carey.

PLANT PATHOLOGIST APPOINTED
Dr. Robert C. Seem was appointed an Assistant
Professor of Plant Pathology on July 31.
His special field of study is epidemiology, a branch of
plant pathology concerned with analysis and forecasting of
plant diseases. As part of his preparation, he received train
ing in statistics and computer sciences. Dr. Seem received

his B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. degrees from The Pennsylvania
State University.
Dr. Seem will conduct research with other scientists on
the epidemiology and control of diseases of vegetable and
fruit crops. He will also develop an independent program on
fungal diseases of stone fruits. In conducting this research,
Dr. Seem will develop mathematical models that simulate
plant disease epidemics. These will be helpful in develop
ing disease forecasting methods to aid growers in making
pest management decisions. Included in this is the need to
improve computerized data acquisition and analysis
systems.
Major goals of the program are to reduce use of disease
control chemicals through improved timing of sprays and to
integrate control programs for various diseases and insect
and mite pests. Dr. Seem, in his independent research
program on fungal diseases of stone fruits, will work par
ticularly with brown rot, a potentially serious disease in New
York State.
He and his wife, Carolyn, have purchased afarm north of
Seneca Falls.

PRATT RECEIVES PRESTIGIOUS AWARD
FROM AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ENOLOGISTS
Charlotte Pratt, Research Associate in Pomology and
Viticulture, was recently presented an award by the
American Society of Enologists for the most outstanding
scientific paper published in the American Journal of
Enology and Viticulture in 1974.
Title of Charlotte’s article was, “Vegetative Anatomy of
Cultivated Grapes—A Review.” This is the first time the
award has been presented to a member of the Geneva Sta
tion staff.
In the paper, Charlotte describes in technical language
the yearly cycle of the formation, development, and aging
of roots, shoots, and leaves of grapevines. This description
is based on the work of many scientists, especially that
material published during the last 50 years. This review
paper now makes it possible for this information to be readi
ly available to investigators and teachers for future
reference.
Knowledge of vine structure may prove useful in the
solution of such problems as the recovery of grapevines
after winter killing of buds or trunks, or after root injuries, or
the rooting of cuttings and healing of grafts. This award
signifies that the old subject of grapevine structure may
contribute to the future solutions of problems that today
hamper the production of grapes throughout the world.
Charlotte’s paper is considered a landmark work in
viticulture. Professor Klayton Nelson, Department of
Viticulture and Enology, University of California, Davis, and
editor of the Journal of Enology and Viticulture, praised the
paper in terms of its high degree of usefulness to viticultural
scientists wherever grapes are grown. Walt Kender, Head
of the Department of Pomology and Vituculture at the Sta
tion, lauded Charlotte’s outstanding scientific accomplish
ment stating that this most recent research contribution is
one of many important research papers she has published
which have added to the basic botanical knowledge of fruit
plants. This type of information is vital-to the technical ad
vancement in fruit production.
Charlotte attended Radcliffe College and received her
A.B. degree from Cornell University and her M.A. degree
from Smith College. She was appointed a Research Assis
tant at the Geneva Station in May 1951, was promoted to
Research Associate in February 1958, and was appointed
a Research Associate VII in July 1968.
She is highly qualified in the fields of plant anatomy and
morphology and devotes her research energies to studying
the structure of plants. Currently, Charlotte is working as
one of three co-authors on preparation of a book dealing
with viticulture in the eastern United States.

THREE STATION SCIENTISTS PROMOTED
Three Geneva scientists received promotions effective
July 1, 1975 by action of the Cornell Board of Trustees.
Those receiving promotions are: Walter Kender,
Pomology and Viticulture, from Associate Professor and
Head of Department to Professor and Head of Department;
William Bowers, Entomology, from Associate Professor of
Insect Physiology to Associate Professor of Insect
Physiology with tenure; Charles Eckenrode, Entomology,
from Assistant Professor to Associate Professor with
tenure.
Walter Kender joined the pomology staff of the Station in
1969 as an associate professor. He previously had been at
the University of Maine.
Then, in January 1972 upon the retirement of John
Einset, he was appointed Head of the Department of
Pomology and Viticulture. In addition to the many ad
ministrative responsibilities that he has as department
head, Walter has also been able to carry on a viable
research program. A major project of his is damage caused
to grapes from ozone resulting from air pollution. His
research has given evidence of degree of damage,

varieties that may be particularly susceptible, and possible
recommendations for chemical control of the problem.
He has nearly 40 scientific articles to his credit, 13 of
which have resulted from his work at Geneva. In 1974, he
obtained a sabbatical leave from the Station to serve as the
“ Distinguished Scientist” at the Agricultural University of
Wageningen, The Netherlands. While in The Netherlands,
Walter conducted research on hormone control of juvenili
ty in fruit trees and was a guest lecturer in the graduate
school.
As Head of the Department of Pomology and Viticulture,
his leadership abilities have come forward strongly and
resulted in major reorganization of the research projects of
the department. This included a team research approach
to problems and eventually was extended beyond just the
work at Geneva to include work that might be done on a
cooperative basis among pomology departments in the
Northeast.
William Bowers joined the Station in December 1972 to
conduct research on insect growth regulators and insectplant interactions with particular reference to crop protec
tion applications. Before coming to Geneva, he was a
Senior Insect Physiologist with the Agricultural Research
Service of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Beltsville,
Maryland. His work in the USDA in the field of insect
physiology with special emphasis on insect hormones
quickly brought him recognition throughout the scientific
community.
Purpose of this research is to find alternative methods to
chemical control of insects which can be used to comple
ment the Station’s Department of Entomology’s other non
pesticide oriented research programs such as the use of
sex attractants in controlling and monitoring insect pop
ulations. William has continued and expanded his earlier
studies since coming to Geneva. This includes work on
alarm pheromones in aphids and a growth-regulating prin
ciple in mites. More recent is his work to find, isolate, and
identify naturally-occuring insect growth regulators in
plants. This work is useful in attempts to develop host
resistance to insects, and possibly such substances or
related products could be used as insecticides.
William has given numerous invitational talks and par
ticipated in several international conferences. Some of his
outstanding accomplishments include development of
biological assays for hormones, discovery and synthesis of
the first natural juvenile hormone, discovery of the first
specific juvenile hormonal compound through isolation
and identification of the paper factor from balsam fir wood,
synthesizing the most active insect hormonal compounds
known, and discovery that adult diapause is regulated by
the juvenile hormone.
Charles Eckenrode came to Geneva in March 1970 after
completing his graduate studies at the University of
Wisconsin. His assignment at Geneva has been to
research the biology and control of the cabbage maggot
and certain other vegetable pests, and to study insect vec
tors involved in the transmission of diseases of vegetable
crops.
His contributions to the understanding of vegetable in
sect problems have been notable during the past 5 years.
Charles has developed a predictiontechniquefor cabbage
maggot populations based on heat unit accumulations; he
has developed a novel method of treating seed with insec
ticides by solvent infusion for control of the seedcorn
maggot; his extensive field experiments have resulted in
recommendations for control of several vegetable insect
pests; and he and Ron Kuhr, also of the Department of En
tomology, obtained a 3-year Cooperative State Research
Service grant to study pest management of the seedcorn
maggot.
In addition to his outstanding research program, Charles
has developed strong ties with cooperative extension
specialists, growers, food processing companies, and
representatives from the chemical industry. His ability to

work both on matters that need immediate attention and
solution for the vegetable industry and to still imaginatively
involve himself in more basic research has proved es
pecially valuable to the department and the Station.

KHAN VISITS RUSSIA
Anwar Khan, Seed and Vegetable Sciences, has return
ed from a 3-week trip to the Soviet Union during which he
visited several scientific institutions in that country.
He attended the Xllth International Botanical Congress
in Leningrad and presented two papers. He later par
ticipated in two panel discussions on hormone physiology
at the Komarov Botanical Institute at Leningrad. During his
4-day stay in Moscow, he visited the Timiriazev Institute of
Plant Physiology of the USSR Academy of Sciences and
was much impressed by the studies being conducted
there.
Anwar also made a trip to the Republics of Azerbaijan
and Georgia in southern Russia. Among the scientific in
stitutions he visited were: Komarov Institute of Botany of
the Azerbaijan SSR Academy of Sciences at Kaku and
Mardakiansky dendarium at Baku. Anwar was greatly im
pressed by good quality wines of Azerbaijan, such as
‘Kagor,’ ‘Shemakha,’ and ‘Matrasa.’ He was a guest, along
with other botanists, at the Lenin vine growing state, one of
the largest vine-growing farms of Azerbaijan.
Other places of interest in his itinerary included: a visit to
the temple of fire-worshippers outside of Baku, a trip to the
ancient culture of Gobustan, and many museums and
places of historical interest.
Anwar also spent a day in Helsinki, Finland sightseeing.

At a time when man’s misuse of his environment is
causing acute public concern, the solution of many
ecological problems must be sought in the basic prin
ciples of the physical and biological sciences. En
vironmental physics is the study of the physical
processes which determine how living organisms res
pond to their environment. It is a key subject in the Inter
national Biological Programme and “ Man and the
Biosphere’’ and is also proving a vitally important topic at
the intersection points of such varied scientific dis
ciplines as ecology, hydrology, agriculture, medicine,
and building science.
The author reviews the relevant basic physics before
progressing to a discussion of radiation exchange and
heat, mass and momentum transfer. The second half of
the book examines the application of these transfer prin
ciples to the heat balance of plants and animals, and to
the micrometeorology of crops.
National Science Foundation. ENHANCING BIOLOGICAL
NITROGEN FIXATION: Proceedings of a workshop held
June 6, 1974 sponsored by Energy Related General
Research and The Division of Biological and Medical
Sciences of the National Science Foundation, edited by
Harold J. Evans. National Science Foundation, 1975. Call
number 631.847 N21 (received on exchange).
Centro Internacional de Agricultura Tropical, Cali, Colom
bia. POTENTIALS OF FIELD BEANS AND OTHER FOOD
LEGUMES IN LATIN AMERICA. Papers presented in
seminar, Cali, Colombia, February 26-March 1,1973. Call
number 630.986 N84s.

LIBRARY CORNER
New in the Library
Van der Plank, J. E. PRINCIPLES OF PLANT INFECTION.
Academic Press, 1975. Call number 632 V28 (Plant Path.
Library).
The pathogen, the host plant, the environment, time, and
space determine degree of infection. This book dis
cusses these factors and how they interact. The prin
ciples of plant infection are presented as an integrated
science, with an emphasis on unification and generaliza
tion. The material discussed applies to infection by fungi,
bacteria, or viruses, as well as to infection of root, stem,
or leaf.

Symposium of the Southern Section of the American
Society of Plant Physiologists. NET CARBON DIOXIDE
ASSIMILATION IN HIGHER PLANTS, edited by Clanton C.
Black; proceedings of a symposium held at the University
of South Alabama, Mobile, Alabama, April 7, 1972. Call
number 581.13342 Sy6 (gift to the library).
Am erican M edical Association. NUTRIENTS IN
PROCESSED FOODS, in three volumes. Publishing
Sciences Group, Inc., 1974,1975. Call number 641.1 Am3.
Vol. 1: vitamins-minerals.
Vol. 2: proteins.
Vol. 3: fats -carbohydrates.

The existing literature oh plant pathology is concerned
largely with epidemic disease. By comparison, the
special features of endemic disease are neglected; to
remedy this, the author includes a chapter which dis
cusses endemic disease as a climax ecological
association. Also, recognizing that plant pathology
should be a quantitative science, Van der Plank has
organized the subjects of this book so that they can easi
ly be adapted for use in computer programming.

General Services Administration. National Archives and
Records Service. Office of the Federal Register. CODE OF
FEDERAL REGULATIONS, Title 21: Food and Drugs, revis
ed as of April 1, 1974. Call number 353 F52a (basement
annex).

Canning, Freezing and Preserving Industries. ALMANAC,
1975 Call number 664.82 C19.

The following books were received free as bonus books
from the University of Wisconsin Book Sale:

Gould, Wilbur A. TOMATO PRODUCTION, PROCESSING
AND QUALITY EVALUATION. Avi Publishing Co., 1974.
Call number 635.642 G73.

Chao, Kang. AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION IN COM
MUNIST CHINA, 1949-1965. U. Wisconsin Press, 1970.
Call number 338.109 C36.

This book was written to bring together the many in
terrelationships between production and processing for
the manufacture of high quality products. The book is
organized into three parts with the first part covering the
key areas involved in producing tomatoes. The second
part covers the major unit operations included in
processing tomatoes and the manufacture of tomato
juice and products. The third part deals with the
technology and quality control and assurance area.

The Chinese economy sustains a population which will
soon number a billion, more than one quarter of the
world’s people. China’s agriculture is faced with the
staggering need to clothe and feed this population, and
its success or failure is now a matter of worldwide
significance. Despite the gravity of the problem, Western
knowledge of China’s agricultural productivity of the last
two decades has been scant. Professor Kang Chao’s
careful study is the first to assess China’s agricultural
performance with a high degree of certainty and com
prehensiveness.

Monteith, John L. PRINCIPLES OF ENVIRONMENTAL
PHYSICS. Elsevier, 1973. Call number 574.52 M76.

ANNUAL REVIEW OF BIOCHEMISTRY, v. 44, 1975. Call
number 612.015 L96.

Briskey, E. J „ et al. THE PHYSIOLOGY AND
BIOCHEMISTRY OF MUSCLE AS A FOOD, 2. U. Wiscon
sin Press, 1970. Call number 641.306 B76, v. 2.
The behavior of living muscle is normally studied on ear
ly post mortem tissue; conversely, the properties of meat
are largely determined by conditions existing in life. This
division of research effort and interest into muscle and
meat categories is both arbitrary and undesirable, forthe
two fields of investigation are intimately related. This
book, the proceedings of an international symposium
held at the Unviersity of Wisconsin in 1969, is one result
of this integrative approach.
Fassett, Norman C. THE LEGUMINOUS PLANTS OF
WISCONSIN, THE TAXONOMY, ECOLOGY AND DIS
TRIBUTION OF THE LEGUMINOSAE GROWING IN THE
STATE WITHOUT CULTIVATION. U. Wisconsin Press,
1961. Call number 683.32 F26.
Ingraham, Mark H. THE OUTER FRINGE; FACULTY
BENEFITS OTHER THAN ANNUITIES AND INSURANCE.
U. Wisconsin Press, 1965. Call number 331.76 In4.
The purpose of the present book is to report and com
ment upon certain of the major faculty benefits other than
salary, retirement provisions, and insurance that are be
ing provided in the colleges and universities of the United
States. In general this book consists of a sequence of
chapters describing particular types of faculty benefits,
giving in brief form the major facts about the present
practices in regard to them while trying to analyze the
purpose of each, the conditions which lead to emphasis
on a particular item, the advantages and the disadvan-.
tages of a benefit under varying circumstances, and the
provisions which lead to the success of a given program.
The author’s judgments arefrankly stated; his prejudices
may be equally apparent.
Rudd, Robert L. PESTICIDES AND THE LIVING
LANDSCAPE. U. Wisconsin Press, 1970. Call number
632.95 R84 (Ent. Library).
This book describes some of the conflict between man
and other living things, and the methods we have used to
reduce this conflict. The author’s single purpose
throughout the book is to explain to the serious reader,
particularly one with responsibilities relevant to the sub
ject, what the kinds of hazards resulting from chemical
pest control are. There are three levels of explanation.
The most general is Chapter 1, in which the author
attempts a capsule description of the choices open to
man. Chapters 2 through 5 are intended to be summary
reviews of the kinds, economics, and regulation of
presticides—for the benefit of readers not familiar with
their character. The remaining 17 chapters constitute
the bulk of description and form the basisfor the author’s
personal judgments and recommendations
DeLuca, H. F. and J. W. Suttie. THE FAT-SOLUBLE
VITAMINS. U. Wisconsin Press, 1969. Call number
612.399 D37.
During the past decade, there has been a rapid and
sizable accumulation of knowledge relating to the fatsoluble vitamins. Vitamins A, D, E, and K have become
important subjects for research investigation by scien
tists in a wide range of fields. Utilizing a much-needed interdisciplin ary approach, THE FAT-SOLUBLE
VITAMINS combines the most recent research ad
vances in the mechanism of action of the vitamins with
an overview of past findings. The volume’s thirty-three
studies have been contributed by leading research
scientists from the major laboratories and universities of
Canada, the United States, England, and Thailand. There
are also clinical reports on the therapeutic applications
of the fat-soluble vitamins and their potential inthetreatment of disease.

Computerized Literature Searches. . .New Data Base
The following item appeared at press time in the Cornell
University Libraries Weekly Gazette. We have no other in
formation than this, but will attempt to find out more about
the service in the next few days.
“ Starting September 1, 1975, Biological abstracts (from
1970 to the present) will be running on the SUNY system.
Charges will be:
$4.00 minimum (this allows for 40 pages of print-out).
Excess of 40 pages will be 20 per citation.
Non-Cornellians will pay double this amount.
STAFF MEMBERS of the Library System may search free
up to the minimum and pay only for the excess citations.
“ Questions should be addressed to Lillian Mesner at
Mann Library Reference Division (6-5406) orthe Terminal
Room (6-7754).”

Missing
ADVANCES IN FOOD RESEARCH, v. 13, 1964. Call
number 664.8 M87.
RECENT ADVANCES IN FOOD SCIENCE, v. 3,1963. Call
number 664.8 H31.

Current Contents
We have received all the back issues of CURRENT
CONTENTS: LIFE SCIENCES, and the publisher assures
us that we will now continue to receive them weekly, as
ordered.

Budget Crunch Encore
The publisher of CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS has notifed us
that the price for the abstracts and yearly cumulative index
es will jump from $2430 for 1975 to $3500 for 1976.
Although we certainly are hopeful that price increases of
this magnitude will not be reflected by the other periodicals
which we receive, we will have to declare another
moratorium on our limited book purchasing until we are
more able to predict just how far our budget will stretch this
year. We still encourage suggestions for book purchases
for the library, however, and will obtain as many as possible
within our means.

University of Wisconsin Book Sale
We have received the major portion of our book order
from the University of Wisconsin and these have been dis
tributed to purchasers at the Station. If you have not receiv
ed your books yet, please be patient. There were five books
which were not received in the first two mailings, and I am
doing everything possible to obtain these as soon as possi
ble.

RETIREMENTS
Members of the Food Science and Technology Depart
ment honored Margaret Albury upon her retirement with a
luncheon on July 24 at the Geneva Country Club. Special
tribute was paid to Margaret for her contributions to Carl
Pederson’s research program and for her 27 years of
dedicated service to the entire department. Departmental
friends presented Margaret with a Steuben bowl and con
veyed best wishes for a happy retirement.
The Department of Pomology and Viticulture held an ap
preciation and recognition night dinner on July 19 at the
Holiday Inn in Waterloo for Laret Millerd, George Lafler, and
Bill Srmack. Lareta retired with 21 years of service in the
department. For the past several years, she has worked
primarily in the physiology lab assisting Walt Kender with
work on growth regulators. George Lafler retired after 17Vz
years of service in the Pomology and Viticulture Farm
Crew. George has been a familiar sight on P & V tractors
throughout the orchards and vineyards for many years. Bill
Srmack, who has worked for Alan Lakso for 1 year, is
presently working with Stan Shannon in Seed and
Vegetable Sciences.

RESIGNATIONS
Ring and Anja Carde have resigned from the Department
of Entomology. Ring was a research associate, and Anja
was a research technician. They have moved to Michigan
where Ring has accepted a position as Assistant Professor
at the Department of Entomology, Michigan State Universi
ty, East Lansing. His research will be in the field of insect
biochemistry. He and Anja will be greatly missed in En
tomology.
Lee Sackett resigned from Seed and Vegetable
Sciences to accept a position with Taylor Wine Company.

APPOINTMENT
Mary Gieselmann has accepted an appointment as
research technician II in the Department of Entomology
effective July 31. This was the position formerly held by
Anja Carde in Wendy Roelofs’ group. Mary has a Master of
Science degree in resource ecology from the University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor.

STORK NEWS
Bruce and Judy Austing Bergstresser are the proud
parents of a baby girl, Susan Elizabeth, who was born on
July 23 weighing 5 pounds 111/2 ounces. Judy formerly
worked in Food Science.

HEALTH
Betty Bixler, Plant Pathology, is recovering from back
surgery in Geneva General Hospital. She would welcome
cards or notes from her friends at the Station.

THE CHATTER BOX
A pig roast in honor of Anja and Ring Carde was held on
July 19 at Wendell Roelofs’. About 80 people attended. The
group moved to the new pavilion in the Recreation Center
when the second rainstorm came, thereby becoming the
first people to use this facility. In spite of the rain, a good
time was had by all.
The Entomology Department is very happy to have
Haruo Tashiro back “ in the fold” again after his sabbatical
leave in Hawaii.
John Einset, Don Ourecky, and Charlotte Pratt of the
Department of Pomology and Viticulture have contributed
two chapters to a new book entitled Advances in Fruit
Breeding. The book was edited by Professors Jules Janick
of Purdue University in Indiana and James N. Moore of the
University of Arkansas. It was published by the Purdue Un
iversity Press in July 1975. The chapter on raspberries and
blackberries was written by Don, and John and Charlotte
summarized grapes.
The Department of Seed and Vegetable Sciences had its
picnic at Seneca Lake State Park on July 29.
John Gilpatrick, Plant Pathology, visited apple field plots
in Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West Virginia to observe dis
ease control on July 23-25.

MEETINGS
Ed Glass, Entomology, attended a meeting of the NSF
Pesticide Panel at Berkeley, California July 10-11.
He attended a meeting of the National Academy of
Science in Washington, D. C. July 23-24.
And, on July 29 and 30, Ed was at the Hudson Valley
Laboratory attending a turf field day.
Haruo Tashiro accompanied Ithaca personnel on a turf
field trip to Orange County and Long Island July 29-31. He
also participated in a conference.
Chang Lee, Terry Acree, and Rich Nelson, Food
Science, attended the American Society of Enologist Con
ference held in San Francisco, California June 25-30.

Chang presented a paper entitled “ Methanol in Wine,” and
Terry gave a paper on “The Effect of Yeast Strain, Cupric
Ion, and Elemental Sulfur During Fermentation.” Jennifer
Nelson and Ann Acree accompanied their husbands to
San Francisco.
John Stamer, Food Science, participated in a meeting of
the National Kraut Packers Association in Chicago, Illinois
on July 16-18 to discuss his current research on
sauerkraut.
The annual meeting of Regional Committee NE-9 will be
held August 5-7 in Beltsville, Maryland.
The Pome Fruit Clonal Repository Committee will hold its
first meeting on August 26 in Chicago, Illinois. Desmond
Dolan, Plant Introduction, is presently chairman of this
committee.
Bob Lamb, Don Ourecky, Jim Cummins, Sun Paik, Ran
dolph Gardner, and Dave MacKenzie, Pomology and
Viticulture, attended the Fruit Breeding Symposium of the
USDA in Beltsville, Maryland on July 22-25. Don Ourecky
presented a paper entitled “ Breeding for Aphid Resistance
and Immunity in Rubus.” Bob Lamb gave a paper entitled
“ Early Testing for Cold Resistance of Peach and Apricot
Seedlings.”
Nelson Shaulis, Robert Pool, and Richard Smart,
Pomology and Viticulture, also attended the 26th annual
meeting of the American Society of Enologists in San Fran
cisco. Six papers were presented by this group as follows:
Nelson Shaulis—(1) “ Analysis of Yield of Grapes” and (2)
“The Management of Grapevine Canopies. I. The Yield
Consequences” , Bob Pool—“ (1) Leaf Function in ‘Con
cord’ as Related to Endogenous Levels of Abscisic Acid
and Metabolites of Abscisic Acid” by R. M. Pool, P. E.
Kriedemann, and W. Wenkert and (2) “ A Day in the Life of
Two Grapevines. II. The Physiological Responses” by R. M.
Pool, R. E. Smart, F. Biddinger, A. Lakso, E. R. Lemon, R. C.
Musselman, N. J. Shaulis, T. R. Sinclair, W. Wenkert, and W.
Wickham; Richard Smart—(1) “The Management of
Grapevine Canopies. II. The Radiation Microclimate Con
sequences” by R. E. Smart, N. J. Shaulis, E. R. Lemon, and
T. R. Sinclair and (2) “ A Day in the Life of Two Grapevines. I.
The Physical Environment” by R. E. Smart, R. M. Pool, F.
Biddinger, A. Lakso, E. R. Lemon, R. C. Musselman, N. J.
Shaulis, T. R. Sinclair, W. Wenkert, and W. Wickham.
Nathan Peck, Seed and Vegetable Sciences, attended
the Northeast Branch of the American Society of
Agronomy Meeting atGuelph, Ontario, Canada July 14-16.
Morrie Vittum and Nathan Peck attended the summer
meeting of the Empire State Soil Fertility Association at
Riverhead, Long Island on July 24-25.
Herb Aldwinckle, Plant Pathology, attended a Fruit
Breeding Symposium at the Beltsville Agricultural
Research Center on July 22 and presented a paper on
“ Greenhouse Forced Flowering as a Tool for Disease
Resistance Breeding.”

VISITORS
David Pree, Research Scientist, Agriculture Canada,
Vineland, Ontario, and Wayne Roberts, Technician, were in
Geneva on July 8. They visited Seig Lienk, Anwar Khan, Bill
Bowers, Ed Glass, and Harvey Reissig in Entomology.
Dr. David C. L. Joubert of Triomf Crop Protection (PTY.)
Limited, Braamfontein, South Africa, visited the Depart
ment of Entomology July 17. He is on atourduring July and
August in the United States, visiting several institutions for
the purpose of learning of developments in agriculture,
specifically concerning new acaricide developments;
replacements for DDT, dieldrin, and mercury; and sex attractants and insect growth hormones.
Dr. H. S. Cheigh from the Korea Institute of Science
visited Chang Lee, Food Science, on June 23 to discuss
mutual research interests in the field of food chemistry.
And on July 8, Dr. Ronald Simand, University of Quebec,
and R. D. Purdon and Ed Haynes of Andres Wines, Ontario,
Canada, visited Chang to discuss their respective research

programs concerning brandy.
Dr. Jack Carlson, Manager of SCS, PMC, Big Flats, New
York and Fred Gaffney, SCS Plant Materials Specialist,
Syracuse, New York, visited Plant Introduction on July 31.
Dr. A. D. Mulder, Royal Sluis, Enkhuizen, Holland, was a
visitor to the Station on July 10-11. He was seen by Sam
Braverman, Dick Robinson, Morrie Vittum, Gerry Marx, Roy
Nittler, James Tao, Jim Hunter, and Rosario Provvidenti.
Dr. Harold M. Muller visited Seed and Vegetable
Sciences on July 16-17. He is from Northern Transvaal
Cooperative, Pretoria, Union of South Africa.
Dr. Booker T. Whatley of Tuskegee Institute, Alabama
was a visitor in the Departments of Seed and Vegetable
Sciences, Pomology and Viticulture, and Food Science and
Technology on July 21-22. Dr. Whatley is an Adjunct
Professor of Vegetable Crops, Cornell University.
On July 28, Dr. Sidnei Bicca de Rocha from the Institute
Rio Grandense de Arroz, Brazil, visited the Department of
Seed and Vegetable Sciences to observe and discuss
seed research. He recently completed work for his
Master’s degree at Mississsippi State University and is
observing research at other institutions before returning to
Brazil.
Dr. W. Arend, Nunhems Zaden B.V., The Netherlands,
visited Ben Clark, Gerry Marx, Stan Shannon, Mike
Dickson, and Dick Robinson in Seed and Vegetable
Sciences on July 3.
Piotr Sobiczewski from the Institute of Pomology, Skierniewice, Poland, visited Mike Szkolnik and Herb Aldwinckle
in Plant Pathology on July 30 to discuss mutual interests,
particularly in fire blight research.
Donald MacKenzie, Technical Advisor to the New
Zealand Fruit Growers’ Federation Ltd., visited John
Gilpatrick and others in Plant Pathology on July 30-31.

CLASSIFIEDS
For Rent: Available September 1. Two to three-bedroom
home within walking distance of the Experiment Station.
Two rental options available: September 1, 1975 for
either 6 or 9 months. For more information, call 7893226.
Wanted: Vh gallon plastic Clorox jugs for use in Biotron.
Call Tom Kenny 787-2293.
For Sale: 1973 Pinto Runabout. Low mileage. Call
Georgina Gower 787-2244 (8 a.m.-5p.m.) or after 5 p.m.
at 536-9091.
For Sale: 2 V2 story, four-bedroom home on Washington
Street. Has full attic, full basement, fireplace, large at
tractive yard, 220 wiring, new furnace, V/2 baths. Near
schools and shopping plaza. Call 789-5835.
For Sale: Registered black labs, good hunting stock.
Limited supply ($100.00 each). Contact Chuck
Eckenrode, Entomology Dept., 787-2354.

WEATHER

June

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Max.

Min.

Rain

83
69
70
63
70
64
70
61
64
65
71
76
71
73
81
82
77
83
85
78
70
77
86
90
83
75
76
70
79
81

60
50
52
51
55
55
53
49
50
42
49
56
58
57
61
62
55
67
66
61
49
61
67
72
62
55
60
61
61
58

.43
.01
.21
.25
.05
.50
.21
.12
.10

.29
.10
tr.
.12
.72

.3 3
.13

.2 5

WEATHER
Max.
J u ly

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

82
82
86
78
79
85
87
86
87
79
81
72
78
79
81
79
80
86
86
86
83
80
79
87
87
75
73
84
80
80
89

Min.
60
58
68
61
62
61
65
63
66
58
57
54
61
65
61
61
64
65
67
68
65
62
66
67
63
51
52
58
59
57
66

Rain

.04

.01

.58
tr.
.12
.37
tr.

.28
.31
.07

.54

